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Salvador Gaytan:

Welcome to SmileTalk, an entertaining and informative dental talk
show featuring the latest news and developments in dentistry. I’m
Salvador Gaytan and I’m here with…

Dr. John Chao:

Dr. John Chao. Hi, everybody.

Salvador Gaytan:

Dr. John, the friendly dentist. Okay, Dr. John, normally we do our
Rapid Fire Five, but of course, we are going to continue because
our last show was very interesting, kind of about your background
and how you got here on the boat.
We have more, we’re going to contrast some of the differences that
-- in the way dentistry was done, from when you first opened to
today. So, now, getting back, we left off, you were in Monterey
Park, in your first building. How long were you in that first
building? Do you remember?

Dr. John Chao:

I was in that building -- I was in there about 11 years.

Salvador Gaytan:

11 years in that building there.

Dr. John Chao:

I still miss that building.

Salvador Gaytan:

You still miss that building?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, that was nice.

Salvador Gaytan:

Did you ever own that building or you just rented it the whole
time?

Dr. John Chao:

Eventually, I owned it. I bought it from Dr. Gregory, and I loved
the little building. Often times I said, “Why did I get anything any
bigger than that? That was all I needed.” It was a really, really nice
and comfortable and…

Salvador Gaytan:

Simple.

Dr. John Chao:

Simple, and it was great, I kind of look back on those days with
very fond memories.

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, dentistry was much more simple at that time, wasn’t it?

Dr. John Chao:

It was demanding, challenging, but compared to today, it is
simpler, it is simpler.
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Salvador Gaytan:

And so, at your peak, how many staff did you have in that little
building, at your peak?

Dr. John Chao:

Not that many. I always had a front desk, and I always had two
chair side assistants. So, the most we had in that little building,
which was about what, 750 square feet, it was three staff and one
doctor.

Salvador Gaytan:

Three staff and one doctor.

Dr. John Chao:

At one time, I had another doctor who joined me, but it was a busy
little practice, but he had a lot of fun. We enjoyed our patients in a
very different way. We still enjoy our patients, of course, but it
was a little bit different.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, so how many chairs did you have in that little office?

Dr. John Chao:

I had three chairs.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, a contrast when you’re a little more into this, but you had three
chairs in your original office versus today in your big office, how
many chairs do you have?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, actually I have 12 chairs now. It’s not one doctor chasing
around in 12 chairs. I always have to hasten to explain them. I have
12 chairs, because I started -- when I planned the office, I wanted
to have a group practice. I wanted other doctors to be there and
work together and kind of enjoy each other’s company and learn
from each other.
I did that for a while and I really enjoyed it. But as time goes on, I
realized that I had one great weakness, I do not know how to
manage doctors. I can manage staff, I can manage my patients, I
can do what I need to do, but managing doctors was not my strong
suit.

Salvador Gaytan:

Because you’re demanding on how you like things done, precise.

Dr. John Chao:

Not really, they’re great doctors and they’re very precise, but just
doing the management part was not my forte. So, I decided to scale
back and then now we just use the rooms differently. Each room is
specialized for a certain procedure.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, now.
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Dr. John Chao:

So, I use all the chairs that way. But it was only one doctor, one
patient at the time.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, we’re going to get a little bit more into that.

Dr. John Chao:

Okay.

Salvador Gaytan:

But let’s go back to…

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, okay.

Salvador Gaytan:

It’s one of the contrasts. You had three chairs originally, now
you’re up to12, but wasn’t there another middle step from that
small office? Didn’t you go to another office, first?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, there was another medium sized office, it had six chairs.

Salvador Gaytan:

And what city was that in?

Dr. John Chao:

That was in Alhambra.

Salvador Gaytan:

Alhambra. Well, have all your offices been in Alhambra?

Dr. John Chao:

Well the first one was in Monterey Park.

Salvador Gaytan:

Monterey Park.

Dr. John Chao:

Alhambra is just North of Monterey Park, so I moved to a slightly
larger office in Alhambra, and there I worked with Dr. Neilson,
just a wonderful, wonderful doctor and then from there, we moved
to my present location.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay. So, in your medium office, how many chairs did you have at
that point?

Dr. John Chao:

There were six.

Salvador Gaytan:

Six chairs? Okay.

Dr. John Chao:

Six chairs and two doctors, it was a good size.

Salvador Gaytan:

And how many staff?

Dr. John Chao:

We probably doubled our staff by that time.
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Salvador Gaytan:

So, was it an easy move to make? Did you say, “Hey, I have more
patients and I can’t handle them in my smaller office, I need more
space” Was that the situation?

Dr. John Chao:

Something like that, yeah. It was a little bit too small, I wanted
something bigger, and now I realize that had I stayed there, it
would have been just as good.

Salvador Gaytan:

You like that small cozy office?

Dr. John Chao:

Less headaches, less overhead and it was nice.

Salvador Gaytan:

But a small office wouldn’t be able to house all your modern
machinery, would it?

Dr. John Chao:

It would have been a challenge, but I would have had to build
something, make something bigger over there.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, then how long were you in that medium office?

Dr. John Chao:

About four years.

Salvador Gaytan:

Four years. So, your practice really grew quickly once you got to
the medium office, to the point that you wanted the bigger office.
So, you went out and you looked for buildings to buy or rent or…?

Dr. John Chao:

We were looking for a building nearby and this one came up, the
one that I have now. It was a law office, it was much bigger, so we
decided to remodel the whole thing. So, it took a year.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, you bought the office?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. We bought this present location.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, you own the building that you’re in right now?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, yes.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, you bought that building and how big is that? It’s pretty big
building, I know.

Dr. John Chao:

It’s big enough for 12 {oppertories}.

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, for [crosstalk], well of course you have a big front area, a
lobby, some upstairs things. It’s quite an operation, of course, I’ve
seen it, because I’m a patient there.
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Dr. John Chao:

Yeah.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, it took you a year to actually furnish and get ready for
business?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, it was at the time when interest rate was 18%. So, now the
contractors that I work with, really weren’t that busy. So, one
contractor came after another, it was done in only 12 months.
Generally, this kind of rebuilding project takes two, three years.

Salvador Gaytan:

Really?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. So, we were very lucky. We paid high interest rate for the
construction loan, but the thing got done really quick and fast, and
it was done really well.

Salvador Gaytan:

I see.

Dr. John Chao:

I really liked it.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay. So, you moved into your new building, which is the building
you’re in today. I call it your luxury building. I mean, it’s quite an
operation.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, quite an operation in the sense that I get to do it in the way
that I like, one patient at a time, efficiently with each room
specialized for that particular procedure. In other words, I have
room where I do root canals and everything is there. In one room, I
would do surgery and that room is totally stocked with all the stuff
I need. So, it’s really efficient and easy to work with.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, let’s back up for a second, because that’s interesting. This is
something I actually, even being a patient and being in your office,
I really did not know this. You actually have -- you have 12 chairs
and 12 rooms, and you actually have a room that’s just for root
canals?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes.

Salvador Gaytan:

Because, see most people think…

Dr. John Chao:

Actually, I got two.

Salvador Gaytan:

You have two. Okay. So, you have two for root canals, okay,
because most people would probably think that, “Well, a doctor,
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he’s got some drills and some needles and some picks and this and
that. What’s the difference?” So, what is the difference? What are
the things that you use for a root canal, that you have to have in
that room?
Dr. John Chao:

Well, there are a lot of root canal equipments, such as, let’s say, we
need a special machine to determine how long the root is. So, we
have to have it there. We have basically what a specialist would
have, for let’s say, root canals, all the equipment has to be there, so
you don’t have to move things around.
If somebody needs a root canal, we just basically take the patient
there, and we are ready to work. We don’t have to look for things.
So, it makes it easier, makes everything more accessible.
So, whether it’s root canals, periodontal or gum surgery, whether
it’s dental hygiene, the hygienists have their own rooms. So, it
makes more easy, efficient operation. It gives me a lot more time
then to be personal with each one of my patients and not have to
worry about organization or trying to set things up and making the
patient wait. Patients hardly ever wait when they get to my office.

Salvador Gaytan:

I think patients like that. Patients do not like to wait, right?

Dr. John Chao:

No, nobody likes to wait, especially in the dental office. They’re
nervous enough already.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, I don’t know if this is the way it is in all dental offices,
because I know when I go to the doctor’s office, a lot of times,
there’s three or four people there and it’s not uncommon to wait a
half hour, 45 minutes, but I know whenever I’ve been in your
office, I’m in, in two minutes. I noticed that the people who are
sitting there, they’re in within two minutes. So, it does work that
way at your office.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, most of the time, especially when you come around, and
nobody wants to make Sal wait.

Salvador Gaytan:

Nobody wants to make me wait, are you saying I’m a
temperamental patient?

Dr. John Chao:

No.

Salvador Gaytan:

Is that what you’re saying? I am not.
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Dr. John Chao:

You make your issues well known. No, we enjoy being personal
with the patients and respect their time. So, we are very fortunate
to have very good patients that stick with us for years and years
and years. So, we’re very lucky in those ways.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s excellent. I want to get to that. Anyone just tuning, you’re
listening to SmileTalk. I’m Salvador here, with Dr. John Chao, the
friendly dentist and you can reach Dr. John at
AlhambraDental.com and submit any questions and take a look at
the website or you can call 626-308-9104. Now, Dr. John, getting
back to your patients, do you have any demanding patients?

Dr. John Chao:

Of course. I expect them to be demanding, and I like patients who
expect a high level of service and there’s always a challenge.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, here is a contrast. We’re going to contrast some of the
differences between dentistry when you started versus now, and
you were saying that the expectations of patients when you first
started were actually a little lower. Is that true?

Dr. John Chao:

Not really. I think it’s less complicated in those days. We didn’t
have cosmetic dentistry at the time, so you don’t deal as much with
the nitty-gritty’s of what looks really, really aesthetic or cosmetic,
and not in the sense that we deal with today, there is a lot more.
In those days, we did dentures, we did gold fillings and then we
did silver fillings. Of course we did root canals and gums surgery
and so on, so we really have two materials that we work with.
Now, it’s challenging and it is gratifying to be able to do a
wonderful silver filling and do it just really, really well and polish
it up, so it looks almost like gold. Or to do gold inlays and gold
onlays and gold crowns and hide the gold, so it’s almost invisible,
and you have to have the tooth covered with gold.
So, there were a lot of technical challenges at that time, but you
had less restorative materials to work with, at that time. So, you do
a filling, it’s done.

Salvador Gaytan:

What materials do you have today that you didn’t have back then?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, a good question. For instance, we have veneers today,
porcelain shells that cover teeth. Those are very challenging to do
and very gratifying to be able to take somebody’s teeth and just
change the smile. So, it’s more of a challenge when you do things
like that.
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So, there are different demands as gum procedures have changed a
lot. There’s a lot more we can do nowadays to save people’s teeth.
We do implants now, a technology that was not at all available at
that time.
So, there are many, many different things that we learned to do
these days, that we didn’t do at that time. So, in many ways it was
different.
Salvador Gaytan:

Now, you told me a funny little story, I’ve got to get to this. One
thing that is very different is back then you had a low speed drill
versus the newer modern drills. Now, tell us about the low speed
drill.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, when I was at USC, they were just changing the drills from
the belt driven engines to the air driven drills. Those days I had
long hair, and I was so concentrated on working on the tooth that
the belt of the belt engine caught my long hair and it got all twisted
up and my hair was stuck on the pulley.

Salvador Gaytan:

Stuck in the pulley?

Dr. John Chao:

So, I stopped the engine and pulled my hair out of there.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, did you cut your hair then or did you just say, “No, I’m not
going to get close to that drill next time”?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, I wasn’t going to cut my hair on account of the drill, sure.
But, things were different. It took forever to actually cut the tooth
or do a crown. I remember it took at least 45 minutes to trim down
the tooth just to be able to take impressions for a crown. So, things
were a lot slower then.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, it took 45 minutes then, how long does it take today?

Dr. John Chao:

At the most, five minutes.

Salvador Gaytan:

Five minutes. That’s a lot.

Dr. John Chao:

That’s long already. The lighting was not as good. We have much
more powerful lighting now. So, it was a challenge to be able to
see in those days.

Salvador Gaytan:

Did you wear any magnification glasses at the time?
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Dr. John Chao:

No, that didn’t come along until much later. So, at that time, the
standing joke was that to be a fine dentist, it’s like being a fine
Swiss watchmaker, and this Swiss watchmaker will be trying to
repair a wonderful watch in the dark while somebody is spitting on
his hands.

Salvador Gaytan:

Absolutely.

Dr. John Chao:

So, that was the challenge of that time, because you were kind of
working in the dark and it’s kind of wet in there, and the drills
were slow, you can hardly see, so that little joke was a [crosstalk]
for those times.

Salvador Gaytan:

And now it’s completely different with the modern lighting and…

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, I think in those days we were more challenged and we had
to develop a special set of skills to do dentistry under those
difficult circumstances.
So, my generation of dentists graduated from that time, takes a lot
of pride in the way that we were trained. We take a lot of pride in
doing things just to perfection if we can, near perfection if we can
possibly do it. So, that was the attitude at that time, even though
we had less materials, but we really concentrated on doing things
well.
We were very proud of that, and USC has always been the leader
in that kind of dentistry, even today. Today we’re still, in my
opinion, USC Dental School is better than USC football team,
because USC Dental School is number one, and our football team
right now is only number four.

Salvador Gaytan:

Number four. That’s a big challenge.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, hopefully, next year, the football team will catch up with the
dental school.

Salvador Gaytan:

I like it, I like it. Now, Dr. John, Dr. John, you actually went to
China in the -- was it late 70s or so?

Dr. John Chao:

In the early 70s, there was a group of dentists from California, with
a couple of physicians, we were invited kind of unofficially to visit
China and look at dentistry in China at that time. It was…

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, that was kind of rare. There weren’t a lot of Americans going
to China at that point in history.
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Dr. John Chao:

No, very few at the time. We had to even check with the state
department to ask them whether it was safe to go there, and it was
only when they were okay that we went. It was a fabulous
experience.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, a group of dentists. How many dentists?

Dr. John Chao:

About 12 of us.

Salvador Gaytan:

12 of you, okay. Were you all Chinese?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, all Chinese Americans who were invited on that trip.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, what did you do on that trip?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, we did a whole lot of things that has nothing to do with
dentistry.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, you did a lot of sightseeing?

Dr. John Chao:

We did sightseeing, and it was a tremendous trip, but as far as
dentistry goes, we saw dentistry done under some very, very
interesting circumstances.

Salvador Gaytan:

How would you highlight those circumstances versus with the way
you were doing it here in the United States in the 70s?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, the biggest contrast that really, really, impressed us, two
things. Everything that was done, almost everything that was done,
was done with acupuncture, there were no Novocain injections. So,
we saw some fabulous dentistry being done, even operations on the
neck being done only with acupuncture.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, acupuncture was the way they relieved pain?

Dr. John Chao:

Exactly, and I saw one operation where there were some tumors
being removed from the neck, and the guy’s throat was open, there
was no bleeding and he was talking and this surgeon was working
on his neck.

Salvador Gaytan:

Wow.

Dr. John Chao:

So, it was quite an experience, and we were very impressed with
acupuncture, and I even learned how to do it for dentistry from my
trip over there. Now, the second thing that really impressed me at
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that time was that dentists in China were able to do a lot more
surgery. They did plastic surgery, they did surgeries of the neck,
they did all the trauma surgery, they treated people with burnt
faces.
I saw one case where they took skin and used that as a blood vessel
and transported blood from the arm to the face to try to treat face
being scarred by burning, by fire and see this little piece of skin
coming from the wrist to the face.
Salvador Gaytan:

Wow.

Dr. John Chao:

And that actually worked.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, that dentist…

Dr. John Chao:

Dentists were doing all that.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, dentists were kind of jack of all trades.

Dr. John Chao:

They did everything, because there was hardly anybody else to do
it. So, they were the head and neck surgeons, they did everything. I
was very impressed with that.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, that gave you ideas when you came back to the States, say,
“Hey, I’m going to do the whole enchilada.”

Dr. John Chao:

No, I wasn’t even tempted, but I was very impressed with
acupuncture and when I got back, I did for a time with certain
patients used acupuncture.

Salvador Gaytan:

Really?

Dr. John Chao:

It worked pretty well. I wasn’t that good, so it didn’t work as well
as probably it should have, but I had fun doing it and some patients
liked it and some patients hated it. Nobody wanted to see little
needles on their hands, on their face and sticking all over the place,
but I learned that and I knew that was very, very effective. I have a
lot of respect for acupuncture.

Salvador Gaytan:

Absolutely. But you don’t do it today, though.

Dr. John Chao:

No, no, I haven’t done it for years and years. I guess I could. I
could still do it today.
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Salvador Gaytan:

Now, you also mentioned the vacuums, because when you’re
doing any procedure on someone’s mouth, you have to vacuum up
saliva and things, debris in there. You mentioned that the vacuums
were much noisier when you started.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, the vacuums are noisy, but the drills were noisier.

Salvador Gaytan:

Noisier?

Dr. John Chao:

They called this thing -- they called our drill Quiet Air. It was
nothing -- if it was anything, it was not quiet. It was loud, it was
shrill and…

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s why…

Dr. John Chao:

A lot of dentists can’t hear. They can’t hear well after a while.

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, so that’s why the people…

Dr. John Chao:

That’s our excuse anyway, we’ve become hard at hearing when we
don’t want to hear things. It’s the drill.

Salvador Gaytan:

The drills were so noisy, but see people that were born in the 60s
or 70s, we have memories of those loud drills.

Dr. John Chao:

That’s right. If you grew up in that area, it was not easy. It was not
easy to sit down for dentistry, it took a long time.

Salvador Gaytan:

I mean I remember as a kid, I could hear that drill in the waiting
room. Now, you’re hoping that I was not going to be a part of that
drill.

Dr. John Chao:

In a lot of people’s minds, it’s still running.

Salvador Gaytan:

Exactly. So, you are saying that some dentists actually did lose
some hearing from the noise of that drill over the years?

Dr. John Chao:

Definitely, definitely. Especially the high noises, ordinarily the
ordinary noise levels are not affected, but I’ve heard people
complain about that. The other thing that they complained about
was standup dentistry.
Now, almost all dentistry is done with the dentist sitting in the
chair. But in the 50s, 60s and 70s, a lot of dentistry was done
standing up. So, a lot of dentists had to quit early, retire early,
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because they have back problems and neck problems and all kinds
of problems.
Salvador Gaytan:

So the dentists spent six hours or seven hours a day standing over a
patient, performing procedures, that’s pretty tough.

Dr. John Chao:

That’s pretty tough, yeah. That’s why they had to play golf
Wednesday afternoons.

Salvador Gaytan:

There you go.

Dr. John Chao:

That was standard at the time. Except for me, everybody else was
playing golf on Wednesday afternoons. That’s why they sent me
the patients, because they didn’t have -- they didn’t want to do any
work on those days.

Salvador Gaytan:

And you were…

Dr. John Chao:

So, I was open, so I got all the patients who wanted to come on
Wednesday afternoons.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, you said earlier you actually were working weekends in the
beginning?

Dr. John Chao:

Oh, yeah, I love dentistry. I was working late, two nights a week, I
was working five days a week and I was working Saturday
mornings. I couldn’t get enough of it. I loved it. I still do.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, you never had a thought when you first opened your office, the
first year, just thinking, “You know what? What did I get myself
into? I don’t want to deal with these people for a lifetime” You
never had that thought?

Dr. John Chao:

I loved it as I still do. I never, for a moment in my life, ever
regretted being a dentist. I look forward everyday going there and
doing dentistry and meet my patients.

Salvador Gaytan:

Figuring out new…

Dr. John Chao:

Meet new patients and do new things and learn new things, it’s a
fabulous profession for the right person.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, another difference that you’ve mentioned was titanium. You
didn’t have titanium implants.

Dr. John Chao:

No implants at that time.
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Salvador Gaytan:

No implants.

Dr. John Chao:

No implants.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, what happened -- what would happen if someone lost some
teeth and they need a replacement, what could you do for them
back then?

Dr. John Chao:

Dentures.

Salvador Gaytan:

That was their only option?

Dr. John Chao:

That’s right. We tried to save the teeth. We did all kinds of heroic
things that would save teeth, that are pretty bummed out, we used
those teeth to anchor dentures and so on. We did a lot with the
teeth that we had.
There were experimentations being done at USC Dental School.
There were implants such as -- one kind that I remember was
called subperiosteal implants. It’s like a partial denture. It’s like a
metal framework, like a partial denture framework. It goes under
the gum, but sits on top of the bone.

Salvador Gaytan:

Wow.

Dr. John Chao:

I remember this doctor who was experimenting with it, his name is
Dr. Erlichman, and he was just great. Some of those worked really
well, but some of them didn’t work. It wasn’t until the 80s when
Dr. {Branemark}, a German doctor, a German physician actually
invented titanium implants, and that has become the standard today
for implants.
But it’s amazing, I think today -- I’m glad you brought it up -today there’s almost too much use of implants. From my point of
view, there should be more consideration to saving the teeth that
you have and replace them with implants when you absolutely
have to.
That’s what I believe, it’s my personal preference, but of course,
that’s neither right nor wrong. A lot of dentists want to -- if there’s
any question as to the longevity of the tooth, and rightly they could
recommend an alternative to removing the tooth or putting
implants in.
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But my preference, personally, is for saving the tooth, do whatever
you can with it and even use those roots that you can save as
natural implants, rather than take them out an put permanent
implants, titanium implants, but that’s my personal preference.
I think in the future we’re going to see more of a balance, not as
many implants, and we’re more using natural teeth, save what you
can and use implants if you cannot use it -- if you cannot use
natural teeth.
Salvador Gaytan:

Absolutely. Well, we’re coming to the end of this show. It’s been
two fascinating shows, back to back, Dr. John. I have to say I’ve
learned a lot of things myself, the contrast between the dentistry
and some of the things of how you got started.
It’s not easy to start a dental practice, especially these days.
Fantastic. Well, we’re coming to the conclusion of our show. You
can reach Dr. John at AlhambraDental.com or 626-308-9104. I
guess that’s a wrap, Dr. John.

Dr. John Chao:

Bye everybody.

[END OF AUDIO]
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